
Corrigé d ’Anglais — BBTC— 2017

Section A : GRAMMAR  

1-Fill in the blanks with the appropriate items chosen from those in brackets.
\i\ What was the film about ?
[~2] The Principal just went out but I don't know where he has gone to.

"[3] If they were asked to, they would pay the bill. 
jTj My mother cooked the food, didn’t she ?
[5] Moussa and Ali are the same age.

Use structures in Column A to complete those in column B so that they make sens. Write your 
answers in the space provided

[T] You won’t succeed unless you work hard.
[2] Mary’s body was covered with rashes as she was bitten -by black flies.
[3] If Eto’o Fils hadn’t played good football he wouldn’t have been so popular.
[i] You should abstain from sex until you are married
|~5~] Theses oranges are rotten, don’t eat them

Section B :VOCABULARY

I-Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the list below. Each word should be used once.

[T] After twelve hours the jury finally reached its verdict, the prisoner was guilty/

|~2~| Mrs. Adam works at the central hospital, she helps other women when they are giving birth, she is 
a midwife

f"3~| Peter and John were born on the same day by the same mother, they are twins 
[~4] In the village we usual fetch water from a well.
[5] Most experiments done in good laboratories are reliable.

II- Change the underlined words as indicated and write your answers on the space

Pronunciation 2: Speak Flight Investment Beautiful.

I- Underline the odd word/sound as in the example : bird, burn, bed

[71 Call [2] great [3] Stomach [T] Women [s] young

Section C  : READING COMPREHENSION

[T] The animals in the text : caws, horses, pigs, hens, chickens.
[2] If man was removed from the scene, there will no longer be hungry and overwork : the root cause of 

hunger and overwork will be abolished forever ; they will like their natural live span.
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[~3] The main enemy of the animals in the passage is man, because he benefits more from the products 
of their labour, animals are exploited by them ; they set animals to work for little ; man consumes 
as a result of their labour without producing.

[4] Two animals products that are consumed by man in the text are milk from cows and egg from hens.
[5] The end of animals according to the speaker is that they are killed.
|~6] No, the speaker don’t like man because he calls man his enemy; nothing positive is said about man.
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